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Allow Gmail to access message contents?

Fig. 1. Privacy Slider enables users to select which granularity of their data they want to give to smartphone apps.

Today, users are constrained by binary choices when configuring permissions. These binary choices contrast with the complex data collected, limiting user control and transparency. For instance, weather applications do not need exact user locations when merely inquiring about local weather conditions. We envision sliders to empower users to fine-tune permissions. First, we ran two online surveys (N=123 & N=109) and a workshop (N=5) to develop the initial design of Privacy Slider. After the implementation phase, we evaluated our functional prototype using a lab study (N=32). The results show that our slider design for permission control outperforms today’s system concerning all measures, including control and transparency.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous and mobile devices use various user behavior data, e.g., mobile behavior [54], location [56], and physiological data [51]. These tracking features enable adaptive and intelligent user interfaces, providing the user with information right when needed, e.g., [37]. For this, users enable various permissions [9] with extensive insights into the user’s personal profile [39]. However, only around 6% of users understand the scope of the permissions they agree to [59]. Shen et al. [59] argued that current mobile systems hardly convey to users what happens with their data and which specific data is used. Moreover, apps request permission, such as location, to display weather information and full device access to support accessibility. However, the weather could be forecasted by only knowing the current city, and the screen readers only need the screen content – not full access. Current permission systems do not allow fine-grain control but only some toggle switches for groups of data access [39]. In combination, users are often unaware of what they agree to and do not have the needed control when understanding the specific case. Thus, users need more transparency in the process coupled with better control of their data.

With smartphones becoming more intelligent, apps and services require increasingly more contextual user data to provide high-quality support, e.g., O’donoghue and Herbert [48]. To reduce potential privacy issues, the researcher has proposed a wide range of mechanisms to preserve the users’ privacy. The simplest solution is outsourcing the decision-making process to an algorithm [22, 46, 52]. However, it takes all control from the user. Thus, Gao et al. [27] opposed recommending decisions to the user and not just taking them for them. Moreover, decisions might be
context-dependent [68]. This raises the question: Are all-or-nothing decisions, as they are implemented with the current
grant or deny toggle switches, a good option in the first place? The current operating system addresses this by adding a
frequency component to the permission, which the user can set for how long the permission is valid. However, the
underlying decision as to which specific data the app has access remains the same. For this, Olejnik et al. [46] added an
option “obfuscate” as an alternative to “deny” and “grant.” Here, obfuscate helps to retain privacy which 73% of users
found useful. An alternative approach is by Malviya et al. [43], who envisioned that fake data could be used to make a
function work while protecting the users’ privacy. While these are options to increase the privacy level of the users’
data, they lack the ability to allow the users to determine the abstraction level of data to be shared. In other words, the
user will still be given full device access and meter-precise location. In summary, the permission interface has to meet
the tradeoff of giving users detailed control while sufficiently summarizing and reducing the options so that users are
not overwhelmed.

In this work, we aim to address the limitations of today’s all-or-nothing permission control systems. As such, we
designed and developed a fine-grain permission system. In detail, we envision replacing today’s toggle switch with
a Privacy Slider to hand full data control back to the user. For this, we first conducted an online survey \((N=123)\) to
understand what control users envision they need to gain control over their data. In detail, we asked how they could
subdivide the all-or-nothing permissions; for instance, the location could be subdivided using the location precision.
The results show a total of 135 potential steps for ten datatypes. Next, we investigated the user’s concern concerning
the steps using an online study \((N = 109)\). This allowed us to rank and potentially group the steps to optimize usability;
we supported this step by conducting a workshop \((N = 5)\) before starting a multi-stage design and development process
of our Privacy Slider. In a final evaluation \((N = 32)\), we compared Privacy Slider to the classical toggle switches in two
scenarios: a permission popup and the device permissions screen.

With this paper, we make a set of contributions all leading up to the design and implementation of Privacy Slider. Our
first two studies show how sliders can support control and transparency based on steps between today’s all-or-nothing
choices. The subsequent implementation showed that Privacy Sliders significantly outperformed toggle switches with
respect to privacy, security, control, transparency, and understandability. Thus, Privacy Sliders have the potential to
support users in making better decisions when controlling their devices’ permissions.

2 RELATED WORK

In the following, we review the literature with respect to permission systems on smartphones. We first highlight
the limitations and drawbacks of current systems. Next, we look at alternative ideas to the current systems, such as
automatic systems and fine-grain permission manipulation.

2.1 Limitations of Smartphone Permission Systems

Mobile devices, such as smartphones, collect various data about their users, context, and usage [38]. All major mobile
operating systems implement a permission system, where users must grant data access for specific datatypes to apps
individually [50]. However, the implemented smartphone privacy concepts face limitations and rarely introduce real
privacy from a user perspective [21]. Christin et al. [15] found that existing privacy-enhancing systems lack clarifying
privacy implications, and users behave inconsistently with their concerns. Balebako et al. [4] found that users are not
careless on that topic, but instead have misconceptions about data sharing that happens through smartphone apps and
lack sufficient information. On the other hand, users outweigh anticipated costs and potential benefits, referred to as
privacy calculus [17]. Here, users accept data being collected in exchange for being able to use a service, c.f. Price of
Convenience [35]. Additionally, today we see digital resignation [18, 58] or privacy fatigue [14] as an overload or lack of control leads to resignation, i.e., users giving up dealing with privacy decisions. As such, users face a challenge with the fundamental concepts of permissions and the associated privacy.

We also see limitations in the user interface itself. For instance, during permission requests, users show low comprehension [23], leading to a lack of transparency. Also, apps often do not convey understandably which information leaves the phone, making it hard for users to understand potential privacy leakages [4]. The wording in the permission UI was also found to be hardly understandable, and it was hard for users to grasp the implications [34]. A general lack of control is a crucial cause of privacy concerns [42], which has been shown in the online shopping and social media context [65]. Keusch et al. [36] raised concerns about the lack of control. In some cases, users do not even have privacy in their own hands, e.g., if one user leaks a contact list to a service, the other users (who are contained in that contact list) can not do anything against it [50]. The aforementioned two aspects, (1) transparency and (2) control, are identified as the two main pillars of information privacy [6, 28], also coined as the principles of notice and choice [55, 71]. A privacy issue introduced by app developers is permission overclaiming, also called permission overdeclaration [2]. By setting too coarse permissions, developers may claim less data access than they technically have permission-wise. An inappropriately huge amount of permissions also reduces user trust in an application [62]. Fang et al. [21] studied permission overclaiming on the example of the internet permission. This permission poses insufficient expressiveness to enforce control over internet access (i.e., access could be restricted) [5]. They found that many applications would tolerate stricter permission here. 62% request internet permissions, but 36% make requests to specific domains only. Furthermore, third-party libraries that request permission for their purpose lead to that permission being claimed to the full application [49]. Finally, laziness among developers can lead to permission overclaiming due to confusion about the scope of individual permissions [62] and the aim to “just make it work” [5].

2.2 Improving Permission Systems

Fostering transparency is one important factor in ensuring users understand the impacts of giving permissions. Thus, a wide range of suggestions to improve transparency has been envisioned, such as adding a purpose to permission toggles Hong et al. [30] (e.g., “file access for backup”). Moreover, Cao et al. [12] showed that giving explanations could cut the permission denial rate in their study in half. Mapping permission requests to UI elements helps the understandability [40] about which components of an app actually make use of each permission. Another way to implement transparency in mobile apps is privacy dashboards. In an aggregating or feed-like view, they show the users their collected data. While this method increases transparency, Bemann et al. [6] has shown that users are also getting afraid and feel their privacy being more intruded if transparency is realized without accompanying control features.

An opposing approach is relieving the user from privacy decisions through automatic permission choice prediction systems, e.g., [22, 27, 46, 52], which try to enhance users’ privacy. However, their effect on actual privacy is disputed; for instance, Elbitar et al. [19] argue that there are no one-fits-all permission decisions. Thus, automatic approaches could be limited in their usefulness. Furthermore, with changing context, users might want to reevaluate their decision, which Wijesekera et al. [68] investigates by detecting such incidents to trigger the permission request again.

Beyond individualized solutions, many technical solutions have been proposed to serve as a middleware between the app and the user as privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) for smartphones (e.g., [3, 20, 57]), for an in-depth survey see [60]). Moreover, Pennekamp et al. [50] reviewed privacy enforcement strategies on smartphones. On the level of user manipulation, they structure concepts regarding privacy mechanisms into three categories: 1) reporting (e.g., omnipresent install prompts, permission visualization, and ways to allow tracking the flow of private information), 2)


fine-grained tuning (such as user-based configurations), and 3) fencing information (e.g., Mockdroid [7], TISSA [72], SHAMDROID [11]).

2.3 Fine-Grain Permission Systems

With the evolution of mobile operating systems, fine-grained control has proliferated in slow steps. Permission popups allowing to choose "only one time" access mitigate the issue of permanent access [44]. Hong et al. [31] already proposed sliders as interface elements as an extension for the one-time-only feature with three options options: allow, ask, and deny. Research proposed various approaches to give users finer control of their data. Jeon et al. [32] categorize permissions into four classes (e.g., outside resources, sensors), each of which common strategies for permission subdivision can be applied to. Zhou et al. [72] enables users to bypass the compulsion to grant a permission to use an application by giving the option to pass falsified data such as empty data, anonymized data, or bogus. Other approaches involve restrictions on how many times a critical resource may be accessed [45], and context-dependent privacy policy configuration [16].

More drastically, Scoccia et al. [57] restructure the Android permission interface by allowing users to (1) make permissions on a feature level and (2) grant finer-grained permissions by introducing permission levels, i.e., a granularity at which data / a resource can be accessed. They found that users appreciated the greater choice, felt more control, and had higher trust. The traditional Android permissions, in contrast, were described as misleading, and the enforced binary choice was not preferred. However, their study is rather proof of the general concept of more granularity in smartphone permissions, emphasizing the realizability in Android. The major part of their contribution is an implemented app instrumenter and its evaluation. The design process of their so-called permission levels has come up rather short.

3 RESEARCH GAP AND DERIVED CONCEPT OF A CONTINUOUS PERMISSION SYSTEM

In summary, the presented related work uncovers technical papers in designing and implementing measures to give control to the users. However, only a few studies investigated the user perspective (e.g., Pennekamp et al. [50] rated usability themselves). Only a few studied finer-grained permissions (e.g., Scoccia et al. [57]) and, if so, emphasize technical aspects rather than the user. Moreover, the review shows that the choices given to the user by today’s systems are typically binary, most prominently toggle switches. At the same time, it is clear that choices are often not binary. For instance, to get the weather forecast, apps do not need the user’s precise location; the city the user is in would be enough to determine whether an umbrella is necessary today. However, current systems only allow an all-or-nothing choice, which causes many privacy concerns and allows for more potential to infringe on users’ privacy than necessary.

As a result, we witness the need for more fine-grained mobile permission systems that enable users to configure their data logging on steps between granting access to all or nothing. For this, we pose three research questions:

RQ1 What are helpful sub-steps for fine-grained data control?
RQ2 How do we deliver the additional control that is usable?
RQ3 How does it perform compared to the existing Android permission UI?

We conducted four studies to address these questions; see Figure 2. In Study I ($N = 123$), we investigated the potential items that are of interest to users to be controllable. In Study II ($N = 109$), we asked users to rate the items concerning their privacy concerns. We used these concerns in Study III ($N = 5$) to rank and group the items into semantically similar groups. Moreover, we investigated possible representation methods, such as how much abstraction and control users want. In combination with multiple rounds of testing and debugging, we developed the final look and feel of Privacy Slider. Lastly, we carried out an A/B testing ($N = 32$) to ensure the usability outperforms the industry standard using toggle switches to control users’ data.

4 STUDY I: ITEM GATHERING AND CONCERN RATING (ONLINE SURVEY - RQ1)

In this study, we investigate what users would like to control beyond current binary options. Here, we intentionally ask users and experts to gain both perspectives: a) What do users understand to be important for them? and b) What could developers see as important to enable certain applications? Therefore, we conducted an online survey ($N = 123$) with smartphone users and HCI experts to reach a sample of diverse experience levels regarding UX and privacy.

We asked participants to envision the use of 10 different datatypes to explore new avenues for a future permission system. Here, we prompted them with the following ten datatypes: app usage, camera usage, incoming message, notification, phone calls, screen content, text input, user activity, voice input, and volume & brightness. The datatypes are rooted in a combination of typically tracked and collected data [54] and common activities [8]. Moreover, all of them can be tracked today and are typically controlled via phone permissions.

4.1 Procedure

First, we explained the procedure and content of the study and asked to give informed consent. Next, we asked participants’ demographic data such as age, gender, education, and professional field. See the complete question in the supplementary materials. For each datatype, we collected participants’ ideas using the question: "Which intermediate stages would you find useful?". Participants did this for ten specific datatypes. Additionally, we asked participants for the logging frequency, which is a property overarching over all datatypes. At the end of the survey, we rewarded participants with 9 GBP per hour.

4.2 Participants

In total, we recruited 123 participants. We recruited 28 participants from our institution and an additional 86 participants via Prolific to diversify the sample. Additionally, we supplemented the sample with 9 HCI experts whom we personally recruited to reflect expert opinions. We required all participants to use a mobile phone or tablet at last almost daily. Participants were between 19 and 74 years old ($M = 29.1, SD = 9.4$), and 64 identified as female, 58 as male, and one as diverse. The majority reported a university degree as their highest degree of education (85), 19 had a high school degree, 28 had a high school diploma, 5 had a completed apprenticeship, 4 had a secondary school degree, and one participant finished school without graduation. Their top 5 professional fields were IT, electrics and engineering (45), economy and logistics (14), social and pedagogy (12), services and sales (11), and arts and media (8). In total, our sample resided in 19 different countries, most from Germany (37), South Africa (33), Portugal (10), and the United Kingdom (9).

We determined the targeted sample size on the go via thematic saturation, i.e., when the recruitment of further participants did not reveal new steps [41]. We stopped recruitment when the saturation index reached a threshold of
We used Python, R, and Atlas.ti to analyze the data and ensure the validity of the responses. We received 1339 individual feedback statements for the different data types. We analyzed our participants’ responses using Affinity Diagramming [29]. We formed code groups per datatype. Through this process, we sorted the 1339 statements into 135 distinct codes. On average, each participant contributed 9.9 codes (SD = 11.9). Figure 3 gives a visual overview of the final groups. We retrieved the most distinct codes for the datatype text input (21 distinct ideas), phone calls (16), and voice inputs (16).

The most common mention across many datatypes is the location at which a logging event/data item took place, i.e., the location of a physical activity, the location the user was at when receiving a text message, etc. It was mentioned as the most frequent step in 6 of 10 datatypes and was mentioned second frequently for the remaining 4.

4.3 Results

We used Python, R, and Atlas.ti to analyze the data and ensure the validity of the responses. We received 1339 individual feedback statements for the different data types. We analyzed our participants’ responses using Affinity Diagramming [29]. We formed code groups per datatype. Through this process, we sorted the 1339 statements into 135 distinct codes. On average, each participant contributed 9.9 codes (SD = 11.9). Figure 3 gives a visual overview of the final groups. We retrieved the most distinct codes for the datatype text input (21 distinct ideas), phone calls (16), and voice inputs (16).

The most common mention across many datatypes is the location at which a logging event/data item took place, i.e., the location of a physical activity, the location the user was at when receiving a text message, etc. It was mentioned as the most frequent step in 6 of 10 datatypes and was mentioned second frequently for the remaining 4.

For datatypes where it is appropriate, the name of the respective data item was mentioned often; i.e., for datatype physical activity the activity’s name, and for app usage the app’s name. The point of time was within the top 5 steps for all datatypes except text input and voice input. Also, the duration was mentioned often (e.g., on rank 4 for activity and phone calls, and rank 3 for app usage).
4.4 Summary

In total, our 123 participants came up with 135 distinct codes that are important for the ten scenarios. Many steps are common for multiple data types; for example, App Name was mentioned with all but one, or location was mentioned for every data type. The frequency with which steps are mentioned varies. While location is among the top 3 most mentioned steps for most data types, it is among the two least mentioned steps for data type Volume & Brightness. However, we do not know for sure whether the mentioning frequency is an indicator of importance, relevance to the user, or privacy concern. It may rather depend on how present an aspect is in the users’ minds. Existing research shows that people are initially rather unaware of privacy risks and do hard naming their concerns unless they are confronted with the topic (c.f. Furini et al. [26]). The order of the collected steps is thus neither given by the survey participants nor naturally by the aspects’ characteristics. To obtain a concern ranking, which is required in order to place them on a slider scale, we conducted another study.

5 STUDY II: ITEM CONCERN RATING (ONLINE SURVEY - RQ1)

With the results of Study I, we next investigate how the 135 codes (see Figure 3) are rated with respect to their privacy concern. It will inform the design of potential mechanisms to allow users to make fine-grain console adjustments. Thus, we conducted another online survey (N = 109) and let users rate their perceived privacy concerns for the codes.

5.1 Procedure

First, we explained the procedure and content of the study. Afterward, we asked them to consent to the data recording and storage. Next, we asked participants’ demographic data such as age, gender, education, and professional field. For each step that resulted from the item gathering study (c.f. Figure 3), participants had to rate their agreement with a statement worded ‘I am very concerned with my smartphone tracking duration of the activity (e.g., 1h)’ on a continuous (101 point) slider item [25, 53]. We grouped the items on survey pages by datatype, presenting in total 135 items distributed over 10 pages to the user. Each page started with a short paragraph reminding the participants of their task and context. Steps for the overarching property frequency were not ranked, as they are all-time indications that have a natural order. We disclose all study instruments in the supplementary materials of this paper.

5.2 Participants

In total, we recruited 109 participants (42 from our institution and 67 via Prolific). As in the first study, participants had to be fluid in English or German and use a mobile phone or tablet at last almost daily. Their ages are between 18 and 60 years (M = 29.7, SD = 9.5), with 60 identifying as female, 47 as male, one as a diverse participant, and one who preferred not to disclose. The majority reported a university degree as their highest degree of education (65), 34 had a high school degree, 3 had a secondary school diploma, 5 had a completed apprenticeship, and two participants finished school without graduation. Their top 5 professional fields were IT, electrics and engineering (31), economy and logistics (13), health (11), social and pedagogy (9), unemployed (6), service and sale (5), and arts and media (2). 32 did not identify themselves with the given groups and specified other professions. In total, participants reside in 17 distinct countries. The most represented countries of residence were Germany (43), South Africa (21), Portugal (12), and Greece (4).
5.3 Results
The participant’s general privacy concern ratings over all items are in the middle of the 1-100 scale ($M = 45.8$, $SD = 33.8$).

The concern values are distributed in a rather bimodal distribution, i.e., the fewest values are in the middle range around 50, and most values are either very low or very high. A slight tendency to the left shows that people were more often rather less concerned than rather high.

Taking a look at the stated concern value grouped by datatype, we see that spoken/written contents were rated most concerning, with phone calls having the highest concern ratings ($Mdn = 59$, $SD = 35.1$) and voice input the second highest ($Mdn = 55$, $SD = 34.8$). Text inputs and screen contents are both on rank three ($Mdn = 46$, $SD = 33.8$). The lowest concern ratings were stated for volume and brightness ($Mdn = 24$, $SD = 31.4$). The values for all ten datatypes are in Figure 4.

5.4 Summary
As a result of study I and II, we created a collection of steps for a set of common data types. We have not performed any reduction or grouping of steps yet. However, to not overload the UI, a reduction to a reasonable amount of steps has to be considered. To group steps, we see two general options: (1) Numerically, i.e. merging steps with close-by concern rating into a group, or (2) semantically. To make this and other design decisions we will in the following conduct a focus group.
6 STUDY III: FOCUSED EXPLORATION (FOCUS GROUP - RQ1)

In the previous two studies, we have collected steps that represent subaspects of logged data, accompanied by privacy concern ratings. The results of both studies suggest that it is possible to subdivide today’s toggle switches to set up permissions. Study I gave a wide range of steps between all or nothing, and Study II ordered them according to the users’ concern level. While this allows us to put all steps on a slider, ensuring full transparency and control; to the users; however, with so many steps, the usability might suffer. Thus, next, we investigate potential user-facing presentations of a novel permission system using a focus group. This investigation will inform the design.

6.1 Procedure

After explaining the focus group and answering any open questions, we asked participants to fill out a consent form and demographics questionnaire. Then the participants introduced themselves and were introduced to the topic. We introduced the general idea and discussed the differences, pros, and cons between toggles and sliders. As the next step, the focus group leader presented the collected steps from Study I augmented using the concerns of Study II for each datatype (see supplementary materials). With this information, we asked the participants to envision to group and potentially sort the steps with the goal of keeping transparency and control high but at the same time also the usability. Finally, the group discussed how the sliders could be best integrated into smartphone usage, i.e., when users would use them and what is needed for effective use.

6.2 Participants

The focus group was conducted with 5 participants (3 female, 2 male) and led by the two first authors. The participants were between 24 and 29 years old ($M = 26.6, SD = 2.4$). We were aiming for the perspective of both experts and the user side, so we recruited two experts and three smartphone-experienced users. The experts were HCI researchers who are currently pursuing their Ph.D. The three users were two students and one public service employee.

6.3 Results

The focus group took just over 1 h. We did an audio recording and transcribed this into a text file, which we then coded using ATLAS.ti. This resulted in 49 distinct codes that were assigned in total 90 times. We grouped the codes into 7 code groups, which constitute to topics presented in the following.

Use Case and Target Audience of Privacy Sliders. The focus group identified privacy sliders as a way to simplify privacy settings for users who are not willing to spend time or don’t have sufficient technology understanding to do so. P1 mentioned “I don’t think the idea of the slider is a bad one because it would make it easier for a lot of people who don’t deal with such things that much.” - [P1], and P2 came up with a concrete example of a family member “[...] I can tell my mom, that once you are halfway through the slider, the app can do more but it also knows more about you.”. The participants also pointed out that it is important not to curtail expert users in their control over their data, i.e., still have detailed control options available on demand “But maybe it would be good, as [P2] says, that you would then still have the possibility to set individual things differently.” - [P1] and proposed separate toggles e.g., to turn off single aspects. P2 summarized the combination of privacy sliders and on-demand toggles as “Good thing for people without much IT knowledge [...], but if I deal with it, then I can use the fine limb ticks.”
Privacy Slider Scope. The focus group came up with the idea of having **one central, default privacy configuration** that overarches all apps and datatypes: "I would expect to be able to set it in the system once, all abide by it and if they need something extra then I am asked." - [P1]. When users are about to perform some action they are least willing to deal with privacy configuration and would benefit from a default configuration "If you want to take a picture, it should be fast but first you have to adjust everything" - [P3]; "Therefore already before!" - [P1].

Finer Granularity for Continuous Datatypes. When the group discussed how much sense sliders would make for specific datatypes, P1 and P2 came up with examples of use cases where a reduced granularity of data would be sufficient. P1: "I have an example for the location theme. If you could then just go in again, and change that again, then it’s enough if I can set: City, State, Country. Or I would like to say more precisely that I am currently in XY street." Therefore already before!" - [P1]. The group had the opinion that ordering steps for a slider specifically on location data is easy, concluding that a **slider to control location granularity** would be good. "Although I would say with location, within locations I would find it exciting if it was a slider. From not at all, to city or urban area at 300m." - [P1]. Similar ideas arose for content, such as texts, speech, and images. "Kind of like the direct content, it is obvious what’s on the far right and everything before that is what you can infer through the content. So like tone, emoji, language." - [P2]. A level of "content abstraction" [P2] was proposed as a continuous scale that could be mapped onto a slider.

Grouping of Steps. Participants suggested to rather **group steps by topic** instead of strictly adhering to privacy concern levels. They proposed various groups that make sense to them, e.g. P3 suggesting that "Time and Duration could be put together, so everything that has this time and duration aspect." or P1 who distinguishes between personal and contextual data: "I would try to separate it like this: personal data, the data that is more context and something like location or context plus data related to something like app name". A general **desire for grouping** was expressed especially in cases where many steps exist "It’s just a lot. So you couldn’t display it like that on the slider, you would have to group it in any case." - [P3].

Ordering of the steps. We discussed the order of steps in the focus group, which was derived from Study II (Item Concern Rating). Participants **overall agreed with the resulting order**, however, the difficulty of deciding on an appropriate order varied with the datatype. P1 and P2 stated that they **did hard ordering the steps of app usage and activity**, while they found that ordering text input went intuitively easy through the degree of content abstraction. The focus group participants could not comprehend why camera type and duration were rated relatively concerning, while physical data and emojis received a surprisingly low concern rating.

The Relation between Data Privacy Concern and Importance. When discussing the privacy concern rating in turn of the step order, the focus group also discussed whether the concern is the right ordering criterion in this case. P3 mentioned that she doesn’t find the location very private if it is really necessary: "I don’t think that’s so bad, because you need the location for many apps. Be it renting a car or scooter or Google Maps.". In line with this, the idea is to order by the ratio of privacy sensitivity and importance in a specific use case.

User Desires and Design Decisions. When a system contains multiple privacy sliders (e.g., for various datatypes), it is important that **consistency of similar steps positions** is guaranteed. Otherwise, users might face unexpected behavior. "The location should always be specified the same. Also, if you now have different sliders and I would now set everything to 60 or so, then I would also expect that it is somehow everywhere the same "safe". And if then suddenly a location is already at 50, then that would be super stupid, just because I do not want to read every time." - [P1].
position of steps on the slider was not deemed that important, P2 suggested mapping them with equal distances instead of trying to represent the exact concern values.

6.4 Summary

The focus group gave us a good understanding of people’s opinions on how our insights from Study I and II could be fused into a privacy slider design. They agreed on the appropriateness of sliders, especially for datatypes that impose a natural order, such as location or content. A slider interface might especially be beneficial to non-expert users, but we also take away that it is important not to restrict expert users by removing detailed controls. While the idea of having a system-level slider to set a default privacy policy was liked, participants also pointed out the advantages of runtime permissions, aligning with findings in the literature (e.g., Scoccia et al. [57]). The privacy slider design should thus incorporate both concepts.

We noted that, in our focus group, the expert participants had higher speaking shares. We perceived that the non-expert users had hard imagining the slider concept in-depth. We, therefore, conclude that a study with an implemented prototype is necessary to get a sufficient user perspective.

7 PRIVACY SLIDERS: THE FINAL DESIGN (RQ2)

Based on our two surveys, the focus group, and a review of related work, we propose a concept for privacy sliders – a novel user-centered mobile data permission system. Privacy sliders realize two central aspects: First, a simpler, easier user interface that enables quick and easy privacy setting-making. It targets users who are either novices or not willing to spend much time on their data privacy configuration. Second, privacy sliders enable users to choose a custom level of granularity, at which they want to allow to pass data to an app. Both are presented in detail in the following two subsections.

7.1 The System-Level Settings Slider - Sliders as Simplification for Fast and Consistent Privacy Configuration

We propose to implement one slider as a central, default privacy configuration, which overarches all apps and datatypes. A prototype is sketched in (Figure 5): The more to the right the user pushes the system-level slider, the more detail is granted for every datatype. To meet expert users’ needs and individual needs on specific datatypes, the access level to a datatype can be overwritten. One slider per datatype allows overriding the system-level slider’s setting (e.g., in Figure 5: For the location, the user has configured lower granularity data access).

Based on the results of our focus group we envision that this simplifies users indicating their privacy preferences. Especially novice users and those who do not want to spend much time on privacy configurations might benefit from the intuitive and fast UI of a slider.

7.2 Enhanced Permission Popups: Information Minimization of Continuous Datatypes

In the focus group, we found that for some data types, such as location and content (text, speech, and camera were mentioned), it makes sense to configure granularities. Steps for location data could, for example, be reduced to an accuracy of +/- 500 m, city, or country. For many use cases, that might be sufficient: For example, when using a weather forecast app it would be sufficient if the OS passes the city name to the app, instead of the user’s precise location. For content, such as text messages, content abstraction procedures could similarly be applied.
Fig. 5. The system-level slider (a) is used to configure the phone's general privacy settings, per default applying to all apps and overarching all datatypes. It is especially targeting users who do not want to spend much time with single privacy decisions. The sub sliders below allow to set overriding configurations for single datatypes. A popup (b) allows to make settings per app, and the overview screen (c) summarizes the settings.

Supplementing the previously presented system-level slider, our privacy slider concept introduces such configuration options for location and content. These sliders (see Figure 6 (a) and (b)) are meant to replace the current permission UIs, e.g., the only one time, always, when using the app single-choice radio button interface that Android currently uses for location access permission.

8 STUDY IV: SLIDER VALIDATION (LAB STUDY - RQ3)

To evaluate our privacy slider concept, we implemented it as a prototype and conducted a lab study. Participants were asked to use both a UI mockup of a traditional permission interface and a mockup of the privacy slider interface concept. We assessed both interfaces' effects in a mixed-method approach, using survey items and interview questions. The study consisted of 4 scenarios, with participants going through them two times, once using traditional Android permission UI and once more using the slider interface. Three of the scenarios were runtime permission popup situations (see Figure 7), and the remaining one was the general privacy settings menu deploying our system-level slider (see Figure 5). The order in which the four scenarios were presented was randomized.
8.1 Apparatus

We mocked the Android permission UI (runtime popups see Figure 6 (c), and the settings menu see Figure 5 (c)) with a Progressive Web App\(^1\). The runtime permission popup scenarios consisted mainly of a series of app screenshots that the users clicked through, augmented with button respectively slider UIs that mimic the permission interface. Launched in fullscreen mode and being tailored specifically to the study device, the UI experience was very close to real Android UI. To rule out the effects of the mock, we also mocked the traditional Android permission popup UI with this approach, instead of using the OS implementation.

8.1.1 Slider Steps: System-Level Slider. In Section 4 we collected potential steps for privacy sliders for each datatype and ranked them by their level of privacy concern in Section 5. However, in Section 6 we found that a strict order by privacy concern does not make sense to users, as the varying order of similar steps on different datatypes might lead to unexpected configurations. We thus follow the idea of the focus group to group the steps by topics "that make sense". These groups then constitute the steps of the system-level slider and its sub-sliders (except the continuous datatypes location and content). Thus the sliders for all datatypes are designed equal. We order the steps on their slider by the median concern value that our participants in Study II rated them.

8.1.2 Slider Steps: Location and Content. As pointed out by the focus group, location and content pose an inherent granularity, which can be mapped to a continuous slider design. We chose the following steps, based on mentions from the focus group and proposed order in Section 5:

**Location**: not at all, country, state, city, urban area, 500m, 300m, street name, exact location

**Content**: not at all, language, length, tonus, emojis, common words/sentences, topic, raw content

\(^1\)https://web.dev/progressive-web-apps/, last accessed 2024–04–29
8.2 Procedure

The study conductor met each participant in our lab in a separate room with a table. After explaining the study, the participants read and signed the consent form. We then started with a questionnaire on one’s individual information privacy concern level using the IUIPC questionnaire [42]. Furthermore, we assessed affinity for technology interaction (ATI) [24] and demographics.

To get participants into the thinking mode and to affiliate with the scenario of giving permissions, the study conductor talked with them for a couple of minutes about their last contact with smartphone permissions, what they thought and felt in that situation, and what the decision was like. Then we introduced them to one of the two conditions Classic or Slider in randomized order. For both conditions, we ran participants through the same procedure: a demo of the condition, then they tested the three showcases, and finally, they tested the system-level settings application. After each but the demo, they filled in a system usability scale (SUS) [33] questionnaire and answered six items on perceived control, privacy, security, making sense, transparency, and understanding. These items were assessed on a continuous slider scale, we disclose the wording in the supplementary materials. At any time, participants could verbally or in writing articulate additional feedback.

In the end, we asked participants additionally if they had any further feedback. We audio-recorded the full procedure and rewarded participants with 10 EUR per hour or the respective amount of study credit points. Participation took approximately 30 minutes to complete the study.
8.3 Participants
We recruited 32 participants via our university mailing list, Slack channel, Instagram, and personal contacts. We required participants to be daily smartphone users and be fluent in English. Participants were between 21 and 70 years ($M = 28.0$, $SD = 8.5$), with 18 female and 14 male participants. They reported having a Master's degree (16), a Bachelor’s degree (9), a high school degree (4), a doctoral degree (1), not finished school (1), and a vocational education (1). All participants reside in Germany, besides one participant from the United States. To understand our sample’s privacy perception, we assessed the IUIPC questionnaire [42]. Our participants rated their Awareness on average with 6.2 ($SD = 1.3$), Control with 5.7 ($SD = 1.3$), and Collection with 5.7 ($SD = 1.2$) (higher scores mean more privacy-affine). Their mean score of affinity for technology interaction (ATI) was 4.1 ($SD = 1.0$). This indicates a rather technology-affine sample. According to the classification of Franke et al. [24] the ATI of an average population is to be expected at around 3.5, with high ATI samples around 4.

8.4 Results
We run the statistical evaluation in Python and R. Moreover, we applied non-parametric tests when the normality was violated. We did the qualitative coding again in Atlas.ti.

8.4.1 Usability. The users’ rating on the system usability scores (SUS) was higher for the slider UI than for the classical UI, for both the runtime permission popup comparisons and the system-level settings menu, see Table 1. According to the adjective classification of Brooke [10] all interfaces’ usability can be regarded as excellent, only the classic device settings menu was rated as good only. However, only in the runtime comparison does the slider significantly outperform the classic approach, see Table 1.

8.4.2 Privacy Effects. For the system-level settings, we can use the classical Wilcoxon signed-rank test after confirming the non-normality of the data. However, for the permission runtime popups, we perform an ART-ANOVA [70] with task and participant as random factors to account for the differences between the three showcases. We compared the effects of the classic and the slider UI on their users’ privacy perception, see Figure 8. We show that Privacy Slider outperforms the classic approach significantly in nearly all measures. The only non-significant items are the measures

Fig. 8. Ratings on five aspects around privacy compared for the classic permission UI and the slider UI. On the left (a) regrading permission popups on runtime, on right side (b) for the device’s settings menu.
for usability and making-sense in the system-level settings menu. However, descriptively the slider performs better also for these items. See Table 1 for all measures and test results.

8.4.3 Qualitative Feedback. We coded the free text responses, transcribed audio recordings, and interview notes in Atlas.ti. We then organized the codes into code groups, which constitute the following topics.

Slider Interface is Preferred over Classic Button Interface. In general, comments on the slider interface were better than on the classic button-only interface. Many participants mentioned that they did prefer the slider interface, while none said that they’d rather like to stay with the classical version. P39 described it as “a big improvement over the usual UI and would definitely prefer this in all cases.” Similarly, P12 “No, I think its a great addition.” and P21 “liked it much better than the previous one.”. In contrast, the classic condition was described as having “not enough options for data privacy” (P26) and being “too general”. P53 expected a “more detailed option display”. For continuous datatypes, such as location, the slider interface was more intuitive to use for some participants. One mentioned that they’d prefer it for continuous datatypes only: “Slider for me is only useful for continuous values like distance.”. In contrast, the classic condition was described as having limited options for data privacy” (P62). The lack of transparency of the classical interfaces also leads to a lack of trust, as a further mention of P39 shows: “Many options were hidden and you have to kind of guess what each thing does. Also, not sure if the options will be reverted after an update.”. P26 complained that “you have to click through more” with the classic interface. Besides clear benefits, our participants also pointed out some drawbacks of the new slider interface. Criticism mainly evolved around the system-level slider, which stood on top of the settings screen above all individual permission sliders. E.g. P22: “I don’t think I would use one slider on the top. Especially as the different categories only make sense for some apps. Instead, I would get rid of the slider on top and instead have a categorical setting like privacy level high/medium/low for example.”. P10 saw privacy risks for lazy, speeding users introduced by the system-level slider: “On further reflection, this feature now strikes me as very risky to dangerous. For example, it could…"

| Table 1. The statistical results of Study IV. * we report F values for all but SUS using the ART-ANOVA. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
|                                | Route Settings                  |                                | Device Settings                 |                                |                                |                                |                                |
|                                | Classic                        | Slider                         | Normality                       | Wilcoxon*                      | Classic                        | Slider                         | Normality                       | Wilcoxon*                      |
|                                | M     | SD   | M     | SD   | W    | p     | W/F  | p     | M     | SD   | M     | SD   | W    | p     | W/F  | p     |
| SUS                             | 81.9 | 9.2  | 88.2  | 11.1 | .925 | <.001 | 88.5 | <.001 | 78.0  | 17.0 | 80.0  | 18.1 | .887 | <.001 | 203  | .382 |
| Control                         | 39.7 | 26.2 | 73.7  | 24.8 | .939 | <.001 | 133.98| <.001 | 60.5  | 27.7 | 80.7  | 23.6 | .876 | <.001 | 63   | <.001|
| Privacy                         | 40.6 | 25.9 | 70.5  | 25.0 | .939 | <.001 | 107.21| <.001 | 66.1  | 24.6 | 80.4  | 25.2 | .86  | <.001 | 83.5 | <.001|
| Security                        | 39.8 | 24.4 | 61.9  | 26.1 | .964 | <.001 | 65.951| <.001 | 59.8  | 25.9 | 73.5  | 27.2 | .9   | <.001 | 84.5 | <.003|
| Sense                           | 59.7 | 28.2 | 81.0  | 21.2 | .885 | <.001 | 52.23 | <.001 | 73.2  | 25.0 | 82.2  | 23.3 | .835 | <.001 | 117  | .086 |
| Transparency                    | 33.6 | 24.9 | 58.6  | 31.3 | .93  | <.001 | 54.58 | <.001 | 48.8  | 31.5 | 66.7  | 29.9 | .922 | <.001 | 114  | <.009|
| Understanding                   | 35.2 | 26.2 | 58.2  | 29.4 | .935 | <.001 | 54.183| <.001 | 40.6  | 29.6 | 66.2  | 29.4 | .92  | <.001 | 58.5 | <.001|
Privacy Slider: Fine-Grain Privacy Control for Smartphones

tempt me as an annoyed user to be happy to easily set the location permission for all my navigation and sports tracking apps to maximum, and thus unintentionally set e.g. the memory access permission for all apps ever downloaded to completely open as well.

Besides some points of criticism, the participants overall liked the slider version. “It is very sexy, please install it on every phone.” (P40). They saw the main benefit of the slider-based system-level settings menu in its intuitive understandability and overview. “The permission settings were very clear and concise, it was easy to gain an impression of how the data would be used.” (P53). Less technology-experienced users would benefit: “[The slider] controller [is] more intuitive for older people or people who do not have smartphone affinity.” (P25).

**Sliders Improve Transparency.** Besides improved control, participants also perceived higher transparency about the data collection. The sliders with their steps make transparent which aspects a permission encompasses “The granularity of specific sliders also grants insight into all the different data that is being collected, which the normal UI completely lacks.” (P39), and even give the user more sense about how their data is used “The permission settings were very clear and concise, and it was easy to gain an impression of how the data would be used.” (P53). Having an overview of the active steps of each permission slider, the user could quickly grasp what is collected “They explained what exactly would be collected.” (P22). P28 further saw an explanatory effect and triggered reflection processes: “Offers control but also explains the usage of the data, and by showing the different levels of data abstraction people get a feeling of how much the data can actually capture and gives an opportunity to realistically reflect on their own boundaries.”.

**More Perceived Control on How Data is Used.** Participants mentioned that the system-level slider gives them control on how data is used: “The permission settings were very clear and concise, and it was easy to gain an impression of how the data would be used.” (P53). However, we found that, independently of the applied method, participants felt a general lack of control over what happens with their data after granting access to it. Especially regarding the classic interface, many participants mentioned that the given control options only give control on what data is passed to an app, but not at all what thereafter happens with their data; i.e. with whom it is shared, how it is processed, where it is stored. We observed a general lack of trust in all that happens behind/after the granting interface, independent of the method. It was mentioned that “trust [is] missing, the method is not the problem” (P13). Similarly, P38 expresses issues with control over the later stages in the processing pipeline: “This Interface suggests some form of privacy control but unless one denies everything, there is limited control once data is in the app.”. P28 expressed missing “control over where the data is stored, with whom it is shared, and what information is drawn from it.”. This issue is out of the scope of permission granting methods which we focus on in this paper, but nevertheless noteworthy for future work.

**Slider Design.** A couple of participants expressed different preferences of the slider’s step order, for example, P21 generally expressed that “The order of some levels of privacy didn’t make much sense to me.” or P13 proposing based on their cultural background that “emojis should go to the last. In India, different emojis are differently interpreted.”. Customization of steps per app was suggested by P38 “The slider might be adjusted by application, since for example weather is no more accurate than a couple of 100 meters anyway.”. On the other hand, some participants were concerned about too many differences between the sliders. P10 said that inconsistencies in the slider steps could lead to unexpected behavior. A medium slider value should express a similar level of data and privacy across all sliders. In general, it was perceived as a “very sufficient interface, and with a bit of background knowledge, it is easy to understand how it works and what it does.” (P52).
Detailed UI Comments. As for the nature of a high-fidelity prototype study, participants also pointed out many detailed UX improvement suggestions and criticisms of our prototype. During the study, a couple of unclarities in the UI were pointed out, especially regarding the slider-based system-level settings (e.g. “not clear what gradations mean.” (P51)). The behavior of the sub sliders and their toggles was unclear to some participants (“unintuitive what you turn on with the toggle?” (P10)), also explanations on the slider steps, for example with context menus, were desired. A few participants generally misconceived the slider steps as selecting instead of summing up. However in general the participants made themselves familiar with the slider UIs quickly, and further explanations by the study conductor were necessary in individual cases only.

8.5 Summary
Summing up on the lab study where we tested our high-fidelity privacy slider prototype with 32 participants, we conclude that the concept of privacy sliders was perceived very positively. Participants saw benefits in several scenarios, the usability was rated better than with the traditional privacy settings UI, and we found positive effects on transparency and control. We collected points of criticism that can be improved in future iterations. For example, step positions on the sliders should be determined by their concern level instead of the percentage of the slider scale, and the cumulative behavior has to be better explained.

9 GENERAL DISCUSSION
9.1 Runtime Permission Sliders Outperform the Standard Permission UI
The feedback on runtime permission popup sliders was overall very good. Extending the current button UI with a continuous choice of data granularity made sense to our participants and was perceived as intuitive, regarding the system usability score it significantly outperformed Android’s current UI. Especially for data types that impose a natural degree of granularity (such as location), it was liked, and participants envisioned situations where they see an advantage in continuous permissions. With its straightforward user flow, which is close to Android’s current design, users got into it easily and there is not much that could trigger confusion. We argue for including this in future runtime permission popups. While fine-granular permission concepts have been published in the past occasionally, for example by Jeon et al. [32] and Scoccia et al. [57], the present study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study that implements it as a well-usable slider UI and studies its usability and applicability with lay smartphone users.

9.2 System-Level Settings Slider
Also in the system-level settings menu sliders were preferred by our participants. We see a benefit, especially in the transparency and overview that they provide, what participants confirmed in their qualitative statements. The system-level slider on top was deemed a good feature for novice users, and the flat menu structure required users to click through less. However, the more complex nature of a whole settings menu in contrast to a single-case runtime popup makes designing challenging. This reflects in a couple of remaining usability issues that we found in our study, and need to be addressed before rolling this out in the wild.

Most importantly, user support should be included in helping users get into the principle of how the slider-based menu is working, such as a tour, as proposed by Carlén [13]. Furthermore, it has to be ensured that users do not experience unexpected behavior across the sliders. In our study, we found that users perceived privacy concerns of
specific steps differently, and thus would have expected a different order. However, with the system-level slider on top, it is essential that the subsiders that are moving alongside do not show unexpected configurations.

9.3 A Method-Independent Lack of Control of What Happens with the Data
In the qualitative feedback, participants mentioned that they desire more transparency and control over what happens with their data after a permission has been granted. As they also admit, this is out of the scope of our study on the permission granting interface, however, we think this finding is nevertheless important to note. Sliders could for this issue be part of the solution as well. In our case of granting data access, sliders enabled control and conveyed transparency to their users. Generalizing privacy sliders to a modality for configuring data transactions, they could also find application on other stages of the data pipeline. The setting options of how far data is passed on, or in what depth it is analyzed, pose a natural order (for example data not leaving the device, going to the app company’s server only, being processed on a cloud server, being disclosed to third party companies, being made available publicly).

9.4 The Tradeoff Between Warning Fatigue and User Control
Permission interfaces have to deal with the tradeoff of warning fatigue, i.e. users’ desire for control and on the other hand being mad about too much information, options, and time spent. Users tend to ignore privacy-enhancing technologies (also coined the challenge of user ignorance) [1, 4] and concepts that foster their usage have to be considered, such as nudging approaches (e.g. Thompson et al. [63]). Control-providing concepts have to be designed with care, as sophisticated concepts may quickly annoy their users and thereby fail [50]. While this is not the case for our runtime permission slider, users don’t have to deal with the system-level settings unless they actively look for them in the settings menu. Users could be triggered to use the system-level settings in appropriate situations. That could be once after the device has been set up, to choose the device’s default privacy policy, after the installation of multiple new apps, or after context changes (for example when travels or holidays are detected).

9.5 Contextual Privacy and Personalization
The privacy slider configuration could also be context-dependent. Users prefer data disclosure differently depending on their context, as Wang et al. [66] show in the example of online behaviors. Including context in runtime permissions help users make their decision [57] and enables an even more fine-grained choice, also called flexible permission[57]. A system that is able to understand and extract a contextual difference given, that would even be possible without additional user burden. Contextual privacy has shown to be beneficial in various use cases, such as online privacy policies [69] or IoT [47]. Regarding smartphone permissions, research has shown that the incorporation of contextual cues can improve decisions [67] and studied machine-learning-based decision support [64]. We think that our fine-granular approach to permissions well integrates with such approaches. The non-binarity of continuous privacy configurations could be used to reflect model uncertainties, i.e. instead of a prediction model requiring to output a binary all-or-nothing decision, an insecure prediction could lead to a slider value somewhere in the middle. Furthermore, the context could be another dimension of configuration that could be controlled through a slider (e.g. rating private situations on weekends as more concerning and worthy of protection than behavior during office days).

9.6 Privacy Sliders Enable Novel Adaptive Use Cases
To avoid the unpleasant consequences of privacy issues, data usage by applications is restricted. Access to potentially sensitive resources, such as screen contents and detailed device activity, is in Android for example organized into
the Android Accessibility services. Thereby access is highly restricted to a few purposes only. By going from the current binary approach to fine-grained configuration we envision that such resources could be opened to wider application purposes. Screen contents for example could be leveraged for adaptive application scenarios, such as predicting next-action sequences, if the data was abstracted to the smallest necessary level of detail.Exact text contents, like text messages, names, or login credentials could be abstracted to tokens like `textmessage`, `name`, and `logindata`. They would thereby still be useful for several application scenarios but way less privacy-invading. Continuous permissions, realized through privacy sliders, thus not only have a privacy-preserving effect on the users but also enable novel opportunities for application and system developers.

9.7 Future Work: Field Study

In the present study, we have focused on users’ opinions on the privacy slider. We deliberately asked end-users because they are the major stakeholders regarding privacy; their data is worked with and they opt for buying and using their smartphone. In the next iteration of the privacy slider, developers should also be taken into account, to see which effects fine-granular permissions would have on them, what changes from the development perspective, and find solutions on how developers could deal with that. Developers would need to deal with data of different granularity. If they in the worst case simply reject all except the finest data levels and thus force users to push the privacy slider to the finest level, not much would be won for the user. They still would be in the dilemma of granting (full) data access or not using the application (c.f. Stach and Mitschang [61]). Flexible data structures might be needed in mobile app frameworks, to make it easy to work with varying granularities of data. Furthermore, an in-the-wild study has to be conducted. Our lab study was appropriate to get first insights on privacy sliders, showed that it is promising, and yielded valuable insights for the next iterations. However, to see how users actually use them in real situations and which effects that has, a field study, where privacy sliders are distributed to the users’ own devices, has to be conducted.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed and evaluated Privacy Slider. They go beyond the current binary permission decisions and thereby empower users to make fine-grain privacy decisions. We ran two online surveys (N=123 & N=109) and a workshop (N=5) to develop the initial design of Privacy Slider. A lab study (N=32) that we conducted based on an implemented prototype showed that users prefer privacy sliders over the current smartphone permission interface. They are especially advantageous for novice users and when applied in runtime permission decisions. Furthermore, the privacy slider outperformed the classic interfaces in all measures, including increased perceived control and transparency.
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